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A potential is a function that maps each conﬁguration of a set of variables onto a real number. In
the context of probabilistic graphical models, every family of probability distributions and every util-
ity function is a potential, and the process of inference gives rise to new potentials. In principle,
potentials deﬁned on discrete variables might be represented as multidimensional arrays, but in prac-
tice they are implemented as linear arrays. In this paper we prove that in case of large potentials, the
cost of retrieving their elements is signiﬁcantly higher than the cost of multiplying, maximizing, or
summing them. For this reason, we present an alternative algorithm that sequentially retrieves the
elements of a potential implemented as a linear array without having to multiply the coordinates
of each conﬁguration by the oﬀsets. We analyze theoretically and empirically the computational
savings of this algorithm when applied to potential operations, such as marginalization, addition,
multiplication, division, and conditioning. We also discuss the savings that can be obtained by mul-
tiplying several potentials at the same time, and by integrating the multiplication and marginaliza-
tion of potentials.
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M. Arias, F.J. Dı´ez / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 46 (2007) 166–187 167graphical models (PGMs), such as Bayesian networks, inﬂuence diagrams, Markov mod-
els, chain graphs, etc., every family of probability distributions (for instance, the probabil-
ity distributions of a node given its parents, usually given as a conditional probability
table) and every utility function is a potential [2,3,9,15]. The process of inference in PGMs
involves operations on potentials, such as marginalization, addition, multiplication, and
division, which give rise to new potentials. A ﬁnite-states variable is a discrete variable hav-
ing a ﬁnite domain. If all the variables on which a potential is deﬁned are ﬁnite-states, the
potential can be represented by a multidimensional array. General programming lan-
guages admit multidimensional arrays, but only if their dimensions are determined when
writing and compiling the program. The problem in the case of algorithms for probabilis-
tic graphical models is that the dimensions of the potentials are not known until the pro-
gram executes. The standard solution is to store all the values of a potential in a linear
array. The order in which the values are stored in the linear array, which we call the natural
order, depends on the order and dimensions of the variables. The position of each value
can be computed by multiplying the coordinates of the corresponding conﬁguration by
the oﬀset of the variables.
When operating with potentials it is often necessary to retrieve their values in a certain
order imposed by the operation to be performed (see Section 3), which is usually diﬀerent
from the natural order. The usual method of retrieval consists in generating the conﬁgu-
rations in the order required and computing the position of each conﬁguration, as men-
tioned above, which involves N multiplications and N  1 sums for each conﬁguration
of N variables. Therefore, the cost of retrieving a value is signiﬁcantly higher than the cost
of performing a sum, a multiplication, or a comparison on such value. For this reason the
current practice of analyzing the complexity of exact inference algorithms by taking into
account only the number of elementary operations on the values of the potentials is not
accurate.
The main purpose of the current paper is to describe an alternative method for retriev-
ing the elements of a potential in an arbitrary order, i.e., an order that was not known
when the potential was built, but instead of multiplying the coordinates by the oﬀsets,
the position corresponding to each conﬁguration is determined by adding an accumulated
oﬀset to the position of the previous conﬁguration. The main advantage of this approach is
that it only requires one sum per conﬁguration. Additionally, we discuss and analyze
empirically two ways of obtaining additional savings when operating with potentials,
either with the traditional method of retrieval or with accumulated oﬀsets: multiplying sev-
eral potentials simultaneously rather than sequentially and marginalizing a product of
potentials at the same time as they are multiplied. We have been told that some of these
techniques have been previously implemented in commercial tools for probabilistic graph-
ical models, but they were never published—see Section 5.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic def-
initions and a way of computing the accumulated oﬀsets given two ordered sets of vari-
ables: X are the variables in the order in which they appear in the potential (natural
order) and Y indicates the order in which the conﬁgurations should be retrieved. Section
3 shows how to apply the accumulated oﬀsets to basic operations on potentials, such as
marginalization, sum, multiplication, division, and conditioning, and compares both the-
oretically and empirically its performance with that of the ‘‘traditional’’ way of retrieving
the values of a potential. Section 4 proposes two ways of obtaining additional savings
when operating with potentials: multiplying several potentials simultaneously (Section
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related work published in the literature and open issues for future research. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 contains the conclusions.
2. Accumulated oﬀsets
2.1. Oﬀsets and positions
Given an ordered set X of NX variables fX 0; . . . ;XNX1g, a conﬁguration x is an element
of X* (the Cartesian product of the domains of the variables), which can be expressed as an
array of NX integers, ½x0; . . . ; xNX1; for each coordinate xi, we have that minðxiÞ ¼ 0 and
maxðxiÞ ¼ jX ij  1, where jX ij is the domain size of variable Xi.
Deﬁnition 1. For a conﬁguration x other than the last one, the function varToIncr is given
by
varToIncrðxÞ ¼ min
06i<NX
fijxi < maxðxiÞg: ð1Þ
For instance, if all the variables are binary, varToIncr ð½1; 1; 0; 1Þ ¼ 2, since the ﬁrst var-
iable that has not reached its maximum value is X2.
Clearly, when x is not the last conﬁguration,
0 6 i < varToIncrðxÞ ) xi ¼ maxðxiÞ ¼ jX ij  1: ð2Þ
In our example, x0 ¼ x1 ¼ 1.
Deﬁnition 2. For a conﬁguration x other than the last one, the next configuration is given
by
nextðxÞ ¼ x0j
x0i ¼ 0 if i < varToIncrðxÞ;
x0i ¼ xi þ 1 if i ¼ varToIncrðxÞ;
x0i ¼ xi if i > varToIncrðxÞ:
8><
>: ð3Þ
For instance nextð½1; 1; 0; 1Þ ¼ ½0; 0; 1; 1. Please note that we increment the variables from
left to right, which makes the deﬁnitions and the algorithms more intuitive.Deﬁnition 3. Given an ordered set X, the offset of an integer i in f1; . . . ;NX  1g is
offsetXðiÞ ¼
1 if i ¼ 0;
jX i1j  offsetXði 1Þ if 0 < i < NX;
0 if i ¼ 1:
8><
>: ð4Þ
When i 6¼ 1, i represents the index of a variable, Xi, and oﬀsetX(i) indicates how many
positions ahead we must move (in the linear array that represents a potential) when coor-
dinate xi is increased by one unit and the other coordinates of the conﬁguration do not
vary. The sense of deﬁning offsetXð1Þ ¼ 0 will become apparent in Section 2.3.Deﬁnition 4. The position of a conﬁguration x of X is an integer given by
posXðxÞ ¼
X
i
xi  offsetXðiÞ: ð5Þ
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posXðnextXðxÞÞ ¼ posXðxÞ þ 1: ð6Þ
(The proof is in Appendix A.)
Function posX induces a one-to-one mapping between the conﬁgurations and the set of
jXj integers, such that the position of the ﬁrst conﬁguration is 0 and the position of the
last one is jXj  1. Therefore, a function w (for instance, a potential) deﬁned on a set of
variables X can be represented as a linear array by storing the value of wðxÞ in position
posX(x).
2.2. Accumulated oﬀsets. An example
Let us assume that we have a potential wX deﬁned on X ¼ fA;B;Cg and need a new
potential wY deﬁned on Y ¼ fB;D;A;Cg as follows: wYðb; d; a; cÞ ¼ wXða; b; cÞ. The ﬁrst
column in Table 1 represents the conﬁgurations of wY, and the second their positions in
wY—we have written ½b0; d0; a0; c0 instead of ½0; 0; 0; 0 to make the example more clear.
The third column represents the conﬁguration of X for each conﬁguration of Y, and the
fourth column represents its position in the linear array that implements wX; please note
that these conﬁgurations are not in the natural order of X, but in the order imposed by Y.
The ﬁfth column represents the index of the variable that will be increased to get the new
conﬁguration, according with Eq. (1); we indicate in parentheses the variable correspond-
ing to each index. The last column represents the accumulated oﬀset, i.e., the integer that
must be added to the position (in wX) of the current conﬁguration in order to get the posi-
tion of the next conﬁguration. The key of the retrieval method we propose in this paper is
the fact that the accumulated oﬀset (sixth column) is a function of the variable to beTable 1
This table shows, for each conﬁguration y, its position in potential wY, its projection on X, the position of y#X in
wX, the variable to increase, and the accumulated oﬀset, which is the value that must be added to posXðy#XÞ in
order to get posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ
y posY(y) y
#X posXðy#XÞ varToIncr(y) accOﬀset
½b0; d0; a0; c0 0 ½a0; b0; c0 0 0 (B) +2
½b1; d0; a0; c0 1 ½a0; b1; c0 2 1 (D) 2
½b0; d1; a0; c0 2 ½a0; b0; c0 0 0 (B) +2
½b1; d1; a0; c0 3 ½a0; b1; c0 2 2 (A) 1
½b0; d0; a1; c0 4 ½a1; b0; c0 1 0 (B) +2
½b1; d0; a1; c0 5 ½a1; b1; c0 3 1 (D) 2
½b0; d1; a1; c0 6 ½a1; b0; c0 1 0 (B) +2
½b1; d1; a1; c0 7 ½a1; b1; c0 3 3 (C) +1
½b0; d0; a0; c1 8 ½a0; b0; c1 4 0 (B) +2
½b1; d0; a0; c1 9 ½a0; b1; c1 6 1 (D) 2
½b0; d1; a0; c1 10 ½a0; b0; c1 4 0 (B) +2
½b1; d1; a0; c1 11 ½a0; b1; c1 6 2 (A) 1
½b0; d0; a1; c1 12 ½a1; b0; c1 5 0 (B) +2
½b1; d0; a1; c1 13 ½a1; b1; c1 7 1 (D) 2
½b0; d1; a1; c1 14 ½a1; b0; c1 5 0 (B) +2
½b1; d1; a1; c1 15 ½a1; b1; c1 7 – –
Please note that the value in the sixth column is a function of the value in the ﬁfth.
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order of the variables in X, (2) the order in Y, and (3) the dimension of the variables. As
this function returns an integer for each j representing a variable in Y, it can be represented
by a vector, i.e., a unidimensional array, of NY integers. In the above example, the vector
of accumulated oﬀsets is ½2
B
;2
D
;1
A
; 1
C
.
2.3. Computation of the accumulated oﬀsets
After the intuitive explanation based on the above example, we introduce now the for-
mal deﬁnitions and the main theorem. In the next sections, i will denote a variable in X and
j a variable in Y.
Deﬁnition 6. Given two ordered sets of variables, X ¼ fX 0; . . . ;XNX1g and Y ¼ fY 0; . . . ;
Y NY1g, such that X  Y, we deﬁne an ordering r as a function r : f0; . . . ;NY  1g7!
f1; . . . ;NX  1g as follows:rðjÞ ¼ i if 9i; 0 6 i < NX  1;X i ¼ Y j;1 otherwise:

ð7Þ
In the implementation, this ordering will be stored as a vector of NY elements. In the
example above, r ¼ ½1
B
;1
D
; 0
A
; 2
C
, because Y 0 ¼ B ¼ X 1, Y 1 ¼ D is not in X, Y 2 ¼ A ¼ X 0,
and Y 3 ¼ C ¼ X 2.
The inverse function, r1 is
r1ðiÞ ¼ jjð0 6 j < NY;X i ¼ Y jÞ: ð8Þ
In the example above, r1 ¼ ½2
A
; 0
B
; 3
C
, because X 0 ¼ A ¼ Y 2, X 1 ¼ B ¼ Y 0, and
X 2 ¼ C ¼ Y 3.
Deﬁnition 7. The projection of y on X, represented by y#X, is deﬁned asy#X ¼ xjð8i; 0 6 i < NX; xi ¼ yr1ðiÞÞ: ð9Þ
This projection can also be computed as follows:
y#X ¼ xjð8j; 0 6 rðjÞ < NX ) xrðjÞ ¼ yjÞ: ð10Þ
In Section 2.4.2 we will prove that Eq. (10) is more eﬃcient than Eq. (9), and for this rea-
son we will use r instead of r1.
Deﬁnition 8. Given two ordered sets of variables, X and Y, such that X  Y, the extended
offset of X wrt Y, deﬁned on f0; . . . ;NY  1g isoffsetX;YðjÞ ¼
offsetXðrðjÞÞ if rðjÞP 0;
0 otherwise:

ð11Þ
In the above example, offsetX ¼ ½1
A
; 2
B
; 4
C
 and offsetX;Y ¼ ½2B; 0D; 1A; 4C.
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ordered set Y, such that X  Y, is a function accOffsetX;Y : f0; . . . ;NY  1g7!Z deﬁned as
follows:
accOffsetX;YðjÞ ¼ offsetX;YðjÞ 
Xj1
j0¼0
ðjY j0 j  1Þ  offsetX;Yðj0Þ: ð12Þ
For the sake of eﬃciency, when j > 0 this function can be computed recursively as follows:
accOffsetX;YðjÞ ¼
offsetX;Yð0Þ if j ¼ 0;
accOffsetX;Yðj 1Þ þ offsetX;YðjÞ
jY j1j  offsetX;Yðj 1Þ if j > 0:
8><
>: ð13Þ
In the above example, accOffsetX;Y ¼ ½2B;2D ;1A ; 1C, as shown in Table 1.
Theorem 10. Given two ordered sets of variables, X and Y, such that X  Y, the position wrt
X of a configuration of Y is the position of the previous configuration plus the accumulated
offset:
posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ ¼ posXðy#XÞ þ accOffsetX;YðvarToIncrðyÞÞ: ð14Þ
(The proof is in Appendix A.)
This theorem is the keystone of our paper. Let us assume that we have a potential wX
and need a new potential wY deﬁned by
wYðyÞ ¼ wXðy#XÞ: ð15Þ
The ‘‘traditional’’ solution would be to compute, for each conﬁguration y, its projection
y#X and then posXðy#XÞ, i.e., the position of y#X in the linear array that implements wX.
The alternative method that we describe in this paper does not need to explicitly build
wY, because it retrieves its elements (in the order imposed by Y) directly from wX. Further-
more, it is not necessary to compute each conﬁguration y#X and obtain its position in wX
by multiplying the coordinates by the oﬀsets: it suﬃces to sequentially apply Eq. (14).
In the next section we compare the computational complexity of both methods, the tra-
ditional and the accumulated-oﬀsets.
2.4. Computational complexity
Both the traditional and the accumulated-oﬀsets methods need to sequentially generate
all the conﬁgurations y, which in turn requires computing varToIncrðyÞ and nextðyÞ for
each conﬁguration (see Eq. (3)). The traditional method then computes nextðyÞ#X and
posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ, while the accumulated-oﬀsets method computes posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ without
computing nextðyÞ#X. Let us analyze the computational cost of each single operation.
2.4.1. Average cost of varToIncrðyÞ and nextðyÞ
From Deﬁnition 1, it is evident that for each conﬁguration y the cost of computing
varToIncrðyÞ is proportional to the value returned. There are ðjY 0j1Þ  jY 1j  . . .  jY NY1j
conﬁgurations in which the variable to be increased is the ﬁrst one; let k be the cost (in
00.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
average
cost
2 4 6 8 10
NY
Fig. 1. Average cost of varToIncrðyÞ when all the variables are binary ðm ¼ 2Þ, as a function of the number of
variables in Y, i.e., the length of y. The unit of the vertical axis is k, a measure of time.
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jY NY1j conﬁgurations in which the second variable must be increased is roughly 2k.
And so on. Finally, the cost for jXNY1j1 conﬁgurations in which the last variable must
be increased is approximately NY k.
If all the variables have domain size m, for each j there are ðm 1ÞmNYj1 conﬁgura-
tions in which the jth variable is increased, each having a cost proportional to ðjþ 1Þ:
The total number of conﬁgurations (excluding the last one) is mNY  1, and the average
cost is
averCostðNY;mÞ ¼ 1mNY  1
XNY1
j¼0
ðm 1ÞmNYj1ðjþ 1Þk
¼ m
NYþ1  NYðm 1Þ  m
ðmNY  1Þðm 1Þ k: ð16Þ
We have that
lim
NY!1
averCostðNY;mÞ ¼ mm 1 k: ð17Þ
Fig. 1 represents the average cost for the case in which all the variables are binary. We
observe that when the number of variables is large, the average cost is approximately equal
to 2k.
Please note that the average cost reduces when variables have larger domains. When the
domain-size is not the same for all the variables, the average cost is smaller than
averCostðNY;minjjY jjÞ.
The cost of nextðyÞ, deﬁned by Eq. (3), is also proportional to varToIncrðyÞ, because
only the ﬁrst variables of nextðyÞ change with respect to those of y.
So far, there is no diﬀerence between the traditional and in the accumulated-oﬀsets
method—see Table 2.
2.4.2. Average cost of posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ
The ﬁrst diﬀerence between the traditional method and the accumulated oﬀsets method
lies in the fact that the traditional method needs to explicitly compute nextðyÞ#X, which can
Table 2
Comparison of the computational cost of both methods
Method varToIncr nextðyÞ nextðyÞ#X posX Overall
Traditional, with Eq. (9) O mm1
 
O mm1
 
O NXð Þ O NXð Þ O NXð Þ
Traditional, with Eq. (10) O mm1
 
O mm1
 
O mm1
 
OðNXÞ OðNXÞ
Accumulated oﬀsets O mm1
 
O mm1
 
– 1 O mm1
 
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coordinate xi in nextðyÞ#X as the value of the corresponding coordinate in nextðyÞ by using
the r1 function. The other way to compute nextðyÞ#X is to depart from y#X (the projection
of the previous conﬁguration) and use r (Eq. (10)) to update only the coordinates whose
value has changed from y to nextðyÞ, i.e., the varToIncrðyÞ ﬁrst coordinates. The second
way is more eﬃcient than the ﬁrst one, because the average number of coordinates that
change is approximately proportional to m=ðm 1Þ—the analysis is similar to that for
the average cost of varToIncr—while Eq. (9) applies r1 to all the NX coordinates.
1
Once we have nextðyÞ#X, the time necessary to compute posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ is proportional
to NX. Therefore, this latter step is the one that contributes more to computational com-
plexity of the traditional method.
In contrast, the accumulated-oﬀsets method does not compute nextðyÞ#X and only needs
one sum to compute posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ—see Eq. (14).
2.4.3. Overall cost
In summary, the traditional method with Eq. (9) requires two operations whose (aver-
age) cost is Oðm=ðm 1ÞÞ and two other operations whose cost is OðNXÞ—see Table 2.
When using Eq. (10), it requires three operations whose cost is Oðm=ðm 1ÞÞ and one
whose cost is OðNXÞ. The accumulated-oﬀsets method only requires two operations of cost
Oðm=ðm 1ÞÞ.
In the case of large potentials, NX  2P m=ðm 1Þ. This explains why the accumu-
lated-oﬀsets method is more eﬃcient than the traditional method, especially in the case
of variables having large domains.
Certainly, our method has the additional cost of computing the accumulated oﬀsets (Eqs.
(11) and (13)), which is OðNYÞ. However, they are computed only once, while the costs
shown in Table 2 apply to each conﬁguration of Y, and consequently these costs must be
multiplied by expðNYÞ. Therefore, the time invested in computing the accumulated oﬀsets
and the space required to store them (as a vector of NY elements) are negligible when com-
pared with the time and space necessary for retrieving and operating with the values of wY.
3. Operating with accumulated oﬀsets
3.1. Marginalization of a potential
Let us assume that we have a set X, whose ﬁrst variables are Xe and the rest of the vari-
ables are Xk, and a potential wX(x). We may need a marginalized potential deﬁned by1 In the experiments described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we have used the most eﬃcient version of the traditional
method, i.e., we have used Eq. (10) to compute nextðyÞ#X from y#X, instead of using Eq. (9).
Table 3
Time (in ms) necessary to marginalize a potential of n binary variables by the traditional method and the
accumulated-oﬀset method
n ttrad (ms) tacc-off (ms) ttrad=tacc-off
10 0.44 0.42 1.07
12 2.61 0.86 3.03
14 9.94 1.78 5.59
16 42.5 6.47 6.58
18 191 24.4 7.87
20 798 101 7.86
22 3:38 103 405 8.37
24 1:45 104 1:62 103 8.93
26 6:16 104 6:46 103 9.53
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P
xe
wXðxe; xkÞ. The subindices stand for ‘‘variables to eliminate’’ and ‘‘variables
to keep’’, respectively.
We can perform this operation by nesting two for-loops. The outer loop runs jXk j times.
The inner loop runs jXe j times, each adding the value of wX to an auxiliary variable sum
and increasing the position in wX. When the inner loops exits, the outer loop stores the
value of sum in the current position of wmXk and increases the position in w
m
Xk
. This proce-
dure is quite eﬃcient because it does not need to increase the conﬁgurations of X and Xk
nor to compute the positions of each conﬁguration in wX or in w
m
Xk
; it computes the posi-
tions just by adding 1 in each iteration—see Eq. (6).
However, when the n variables to be summed out are not the ﬁrst n variables in X, the
two-loop method cannot be directly applied. A solution would be to ﬁrst build a new set Y
by reordering the variables in X, and then a potential wYðxe; xkÞ; i.e., in this case, the
potential wY—given by Eq. (15)—is a reordered version of wX on which we can apply
the two-loop marginalization.
The traditional way of building the reordered potential would be to compute y#X for
each y with Eq. (9) or (10), then posXðy#XÞ with Eq. (5), and then nextðyÞ with Eq. (3).
However, the complexity of this method is OðjXj  NXÞ, because the cost for each conﬁg-
uration in X is proportional to the number of variables in X, as shown in Section 2.4—see
Table 2.
A more eﬃcient approach, based on accumulated oﬀsets, would be to compute wmXk ðxkÞ
without explicitly building the reordered potential wY, but retrieving the elements of wY
directly from wX as the two-loop procedure executes: the successive values of wY would
be obtained by applying Eq. (14) iteratively. As discussed above, the complexity of
this method is only OðjXjÞ, i.e., proportional to the number of conﬁgurations of the
variables.
In order to perform an empirical comparison, we have applied both methods to
the marginalization of a potential involving n binary variables—see Table 3.2 In these2 The algorithms were implemented in Java and run on Windows on an AMD K7 processor (1.7 GHz). The
results for lower values of n are not shown because Java does not permit to measure such small times. Given the
limited memory of the computer (1 GB), in the experiments shown in this table the values were not retrieved from
real potentials nor stored in memory, but this does not aﬀect signiﬁcantly the performance of the algorithms, since
the main cost comes from computing the positions and summing the values.
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Fig. 2. Time savings in the marginalization of a potential of n binary variables.
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dent of the number of such variables. Fig. 2 shows how the time saved increases with the
size of the potential. Additional experiments not shown in this paper demonstrate that the
computational savings are higher when the variables have larger domains, in accordance
with the discussion in Section 2.4—see the last column in Table 2.
3.2. Multiplication of potentials
The multiplication of two potentials, w1X1 and w
2
X2
deﬁned on two sets of variables, X1
and X2, respectively, is a new potential wY deﬁned on Y ¼ X1 [ X2 (the order of the vari-
ables in Y can be chosen arbitrarily) as follows:
wYðyÞ ¼ w1X1ðy#X1Þ  w2X2ðy#X2Þ: ð18Þ
Traditionally, the values of w1X1ðy#X1Þ are retrieved by ﬁrst computing each projection y#X1
and then its position in the linear array that implements w1X1 . The time complexity of this
method is OðjYj  ðjX1j þ jX2jÞÞ.
An alternative way of multiplying the potentials is to extend them to Y as indicated by
Eq. (15), which leads to:
wYðyÞ ¼ w1YðyÞ  w2YðyÞ: ð19Þ
Fortunately, this operation can be performed without explicitly computing w1Y and w
2
Y:
their values can be retrieved directly from w1X1 and w
2
X2
by applying the accumulated-oﬀsets
method, thus reducing the computational complexity to OðjYj  m=ðm 1ÞÞ.
Table 4 shows the time necessary to multiply two potentials when half of the variables
are common to both potentials. Fig. 3 shows the ratio the time required by both methods
for potentials of diﬀerent sizes.
Clearly, the same method can also be applied to the addition and division of potentials.
Table 4
Time (in ms) necessary to multiply two potentials, each deﬁned on 2n binary variables, n of which are common to
both potentials
2n ttrad (ms) tacc-off (ms) ttrad=tacc-off
4 2:04 102 1:02 102 1.99
6 1:54 101 5:17 102 2.97
8 1.36 0.37 3.67
10 11.8 2.93 4.01
12 104 23.4 4.43
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Fig. 3. Time savings in the multiplication of two potentials of 2n binary variables, n of which are common to both
potentials.
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Sometimes we have a potential wX and need to operate with a new potential obtained by
ﬁxing some of the variables of X. For instance, we may have the evidence Xo ¼ xo, where
Xo is the set of observed variables. The new potential, deﬁned on the unobserved variables
Xu ¼ X n Xo is
wxoXuðxuÞ ¼ wXðcombðxo; xuÞÞ; ð20Þ
where comb(xo,xu) is the conﬁguration of X consistent with xo and xu. As an example, gi-
ven the potential wXða; b; c; dÞ and the evidence xo ¼ ½a0; c1; the new potential would be
w½a0;c1Xu ðb; dÞ ¼ wXða0; b; c1; dÞ.
The time necessary to obtain the conﬁguration comb(xo,xu) given xo and xu is propor-
tional to jXj, and the time necessary to compute the corresponding position by means of
Eq. (5) is also proportional to jXj. Therefore, the computational complexity of obtaining
the whole potential wxoXu is OðjXuj  jXjÞ.
A more eﬃcient way of obtaining wxoXu is to build a reordered potential
wYðxu; xoÞ ¼ wXðcombðxo; xuÞÞ, where Y ¼ appendðXu;XoÞ. In this potential, all the conﬁg-
urations [xu,xo] corresponding to a certain xo and diﬀerent xu’s occupy contiguous
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ﬁgurations of type ½b; d; a0; c1 occupy the positions 8 to 11 (see the two ﬁrst columns in
Table 1). Therefore, it is not necessary to compute the position in wY of each conﬁgura-
tion: it suﬃces to compute the position of conﬁguration ½xu ¼ 0; xo by applying Eq.
(5)—but only once!—and to sequentially retrieve the jXuj elements of wY by means of
Eq. (14). (In our example, ½xu ¼ 0; xo is ½b0; d0; a0; c1, which occupies the 8th position
in wYðb; d; a; cÞ.) This way, the complexity reduces from OðjXuj  jXjÞ to OðjXujÞ. Obvi-
ously, we will not build wY, because we can retrieve the elements of w
xo
Xu
directly from wX.
In some cases it will be advisable to store wxoXu and remove wX in order to save memory.
In other cases, in which we are interested in keeping wX in the working memory (usually
the RAM), it is advisable to retrieve the elements of wxoXu directly from wX on the ﬂy, thus
saving the space that wxoXu would require.
The projection of potentials described in this section can be used to reduce the proba-
bility tables of a graphical model according with the available evidence. However, this
does not result in signiﬁcant savings with respect to the traditional method, since the
potentials that deﬁne a model are relatively small (otherwise, it would be unfeasible to
obtain those parameters). A more interesting application of the projection of potentials
by means of accumulated oﬀsets are conditioning algorithms, in which the large potentials
are split into several projections that ﬁt in the available memory, thus reducing the spatial
complexity of the problem [4]. The larger the number of variables in the original poten-
tials, the higher the computational savings.4. Further savings
In this section we discuss two additional methods for operating with potentials that, in
principle, are not related with the accumulated-oﬀsets method and might be used as well
with the traditional method of retrieval. However, in our experiments we will only analyze
the computational savings that these methods contribute when using the accumulated-oﬀ-
sets method.
4.1. Multiplication of several potentials
The multiplication of n potentials of the form wkXk can be deﬁned as follows:
Y ¼
[n
k¼1
Xk; wYðyÞ ¼
Yn
k¼1
wkXk ðy#Xk Þ: ð21Þ
The direct application of this deﬁnition can be called batch multiplication. However, it is
more usual to compute it sequentially, either forwards,
wY ¼ ððw1X1  w2X2Þ    Þ  wnXn ; ð22Þ
or backwards,
wY ¼ w1X1  ð    ðwn1Xn1  wnXnÞÞ: ð23Þ
Which method is more eﬃcient? It depends on the potentials. We analyze three extreme
cases that will oﬀer us some insight about the computational cost of each method.
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When all the potentials wkXk have the same domain, Y ¼ Xk for all k. The number of
elementary multiplications, i.e., multiplications of the values of the potentials (ﬂoating-
point numbers), is the same for batch and sequential multiplication. However, batch mul-
tiplication is more eﬃcient, because it goes through the conﬁgurations of Y only once,
while sequential multiplication goes through them n 1 times, one for each multiplication
of two potentials.
Table 5 and Fig. 4 show the times required by both methods and their ratio when each
potential has 10 binary variables.
4.1.2. Second case: nested domains
Let us assume now that Xk ¼ fX 1; . . . ;X kg, i.e., each subset Xk has k variables and
Xk 	 Xkþ1. Also, Y ¼ Xn. If all the variables are binary, batch multiplication would require
n 1 elementary multiplications for each conﬁguration y (see Eq. (21)), i.e., a total ofTable 5
First comparison of sequential and batch multiplication: time (in ms) necessary to multiply n potentials, all having
the same domain, consisting of 10 binary variables
n tseq (ms) tbatch (ms) tseq=tbatch
2 0.49 0.13 3.78
3 0.67 0.15 4.36
4 0.85 0.18 4.84
5 1.04 0.20 5.24
6 1.22 0.22 5.51
7 1.41 0.25 5.70
8 1.59 0.27 5.95
9 1.79 0.31 5.83
10 1.98 0.33 6.03
11 2.16 0.35 6.08
12 2.34 0.38 6.21
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Fig. 4. Time ratio of sequential wrt batch multiplication in the case of n potentials, all having the same domain,
consisting of 10 binary variables.
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forward multiplication must go through all the conﬁgurations of X2, then through all
those of X3, etc., up to those of Xn, while batch multiplication only goes through those
of Y. Given that in this case it is diﬃcult to determine theoretically which method is more
eﬃcient, we have compared empirically the two best candidates: batch and forwards.
(Clearly, backwards multiplication is the worst method in this case, because it requires
2nðn 1Þ elementary multiplications and has to go through the conﬁgurations of Xn
n 1 times.)
Table 6 and Fig. 5 show the times required by both methods and their ratio. They
clearly show that batch multiplication is more eﬃcient, especially when the number of
potentials is large.4.1.3. Third case: all the potentials but one are constant
In the previous cases batch multiplication is clearly more eﬃcient than sequential mul-
tiplication. In order to show that this is not always the case, let us analyze the situation in
which the ith potential, wiXi , contains a high number of variables, say 20, and the otherTable 6
Second comparison of sequential and batch multiplication: time (in ms) necessary to multiply n potentials with
nested domains—see details in Section 4.1.2
2n tseq (ms) tbatch (ms) tseq=tbatch
6 4:66 102 1:86 102 2.50
7 0.10 0.03 3.12
8 0.23 0.062 3.67
9 0.51 0.12 4.10
10 1.16 0.25 4.66
11 2.60 0.51 5.13
12 5.80 1.05 5.52
13 12.91 2.20 5.86
14 28.73 4.64 6.19
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Fig. 5. Time ratios of batch multiplication wrt sequential for the multiplication of n potentials with nested
domains—see details in Section 4.1.2.
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potential is the last one (i ¼ n), forward sequential multiplication is more eﬃcient than
batch multiplication: both of them go through the conﬁgurations of Y only once, but
the latter requires many more elementary multiplications than the former. Backward
sequential multiplication would be the more ineﬃcient method, because it would involve
as many elementary multiplications as batch multiplication, and additionally would have
to retrieve the conﬁgurations of Y n 1 times. On the contrary, if the big potential is the
ﬁrst one ði ¼ 1Þ, backward multiplication is more eﬃcient than batch multiplication, and
both of them clearly outperform forward multiplication.
In the cases in which i lies in a middle position, it is diﬃcult to determine analytically
which method is more eﬃcient. For this reason, we have carried out some experiments in
which i varies from the ﬁrst position the last one. Table 7 and Fig. 6 show that in 7 out of
10 cases batch multiplication is more eﬃcient, even though it performs more elementary
multiplications. In particular, when i ¼ 6 forward multiplication only performs 3 multipli-
cations per conﬁguration y, while batch multiplication performs 9 (200% more); neverthe-Table 7
Third comparison of sequential and batch multiplication: time (in ms) necessary to multiply 10 potentials, such
that the ith potential depends on 20 variables and the others are constant, i.e., do not depend on any variables
i tseq (ms) tbatch (ms) tseq=tbatch
0 952 295 3.23
1 952 292 3.25
2 832 295 2.82
3 711 292 2.43
4 593 294 2.02
5 474 292 1.62
6 358 292 1.22
7 236 304 0.78
8 117 304 0.39
9 7:34 102 303 2:41 104
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Fig. 6. Time (in ms) necessary to multiply 10 potentials, such that the ith potential depends on 20 variables and
the others are constant.
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only once rather than thrice.
This conﬁrms once again our claim that it is incorrect to analyze the complexity of
probabilistic inference algorithms by measuring only the number of elementary operations
on the values of potentials.4.1.4. Additional remark: ordering the potentials
The previous case suggests the heuristic of multiplying ﬁrst the potentials that depend
on fewer variables. However, it is easy to see that this heuristic fails in many cases. For
instance, given four potentials, w1ðaÞ, w2ðbÞ, w3ðcÞ, and w4ðb; cÞ, deﬁned on three binary
variables, A, B, and C, the above rule of thumb leads to ½½½w1ðaÞ  w2ðbÞ  w3ðcÞ
w4ðb; cÞ, which requires 4þ 8þ 8 ¼ 20 elementary multiplications, while the reverse
ordering, ½½½w4ðb; cÞ  w3ðcÞ  w2ðbÞ  w1ðaÞ, only requires 4þ 4þ 8 ¼ 16. Therefore,
the optimal ordering cannot be deduced from the sizes of the potentials—it is necessary
to examine their respective domains.
Given the similarity of this problem with other optimization problems, we may conjec-
ture that ﬁnding the optimal order for the sequential multiplication of potentials is NP-
hard or NP-complete. Thus, sequential multiplication may beneﬁt from ﬁnding a better
ordering, but at the price of expending extra time in applying some heuristics, which do
not even guarantee that the new order is optimal. On the contrary, batch multiplication
is insensitive to the order of the potentials, which avoids expending time in ordering them.4.1.5. Conclusion
The cost of multiplying several potentials is the sum of (1) the cost of retrieving their
elements and (2) the cost of multiplying them. Cost (1), in turn, results from the cost of
varToIncrðyÞ and nextðyÞ for each conﬁguration, plus the cost of computing y#Xi and
posXiðy#XiÞ for each conﬁguration y and for each potential wi. This cost is much higher
for the traditional method than for the accumulated-oﬀsets method—see again Table 2.
Batch multiplication computes varToIncrðyÞ, nextðyÞ, y#Xi , and posXiðy#XiÞ only once per
conﬁguration and per potential, thus reducing cost (1), but at the expense of often perform-
ing unnecessary elementary multiplications—cost (2). On the contrary, sequential multipli-
cation tends to reduce cost (2) when the potentials are properly ordered, but at the expense
of increasing cost (1). The qualitative and empirical analyses above show that batch mul-
tiplication is almost always more eﬃcient, especially when using the accumulated-oﬀsets
method and when the potentials are not properly ordered. The diﬀerence in favor of batch
multiplication would be much higher when using the traditional retrieval method. We have
also discussed why ordering the potentials before multiplying them is not worthy in general,
because the simple heuristic of putting the smaller potentials in the ﬁrst places is very often
far from optimal, and more sophisticated heuristics would take even more time.
We have also argued that it is necessary to review the literature on the complexity of
exact algorithms for Bayesian networks, because most of the papers published so far3 only
take into account the number of elementary sums and multiplications—cost (2)—while we3 For instance, a paper that proves that ﬁnding the optimal clique tree for Bayesian networks is NP-hard [18]
only takes into account the number of elementary sums and multiplications. Other papers comparing the diﬀerent
algorithms for probabilistic graphical models only take into account such elementary operations.
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in the overall time complexity of the algorithms.4.2. Multiplication and marginalization
Inference in probabilistic graphical models often requires to multiply several potentials
and to marginalize the product by summation or maximization. When computing the
product, it would be desirable to know in advance which variables will be eliminated next,
because this way we could construct Y (the domain of the product—see Eq. (21)) so that
the variables to be kept, Z, are the ﬁrst variables in Y. This way, the subsequent margin-
alization might be carried out by applying the two-loop method described in Section 3.1.
Furthermore, instead of explicitly computing the product wY, the two-loop method can
multiply and marginalize at the same time: the outer loop iterates over the conﬁgurations
of Z and the inner loop over those of Y n Z. Each iteration of the inner loop computes
wYðyÞ—by means of Eq. (21)—for a conﬁguration y, and each completion of the inner
loop returns wZðzÞ, i.e., the sum or the maximum of the wYðyÞ’s for those y’s compatible
with the z (determined by the outer loop). The integration of both operations saves timeTable 8
Time (in ms) necessary to multiply two potentials of 2n variables, n of which are common, and marginalize over
one variable: ‘‘separate’’ means that marginalization is performed after multiplication; ‘‘integrate’’ means that
both operations are interleaved
2n tseparate tintegrate tseparate=tintegrate
6 2:55 104 5:88 105 4.33
8 2:26 103 4:34 104 5.20
10 2:03 102 3:35 103 6.07
12 0.18 2:71 102 6.74
14 1.61 0.22 7.48
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Fig. 7. Ratio of the time required for the integrated marginalization and multiplication of two potentials of 2n
variables, n of which are common, wrt to the time necessary when they are multiplied ﬁrst and marginalized
afterwards.
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the potential wY is never built.
We have run an experiment in which we multiplied two potentials of 2n variables, n of
which were common to both potentials, and marginalized the product on one variable (the
time required is independent of the subset on which we marginalize). Again, we used accu-
mulated oﬀsets. The results of this experiment, summarized in Table 8 and Fig. 7, show
that the integration of multiplication and marginalization is much more eﬃcient than
multiplying ﬁrst and marginalizing afterwards. The diﬀerence in favor of multiplying
and marginalizing simultaneously would have been even higher if we had not used the
accumulated oﬀsets, because when marginalization takes places after multiplication it is
necessary to iterate over the values of y twice, and this operation is more expensive in
the traditional retrieval method.
Please note that, in the case of Bayesian networks inference, the integration of both
operations can be done only in algorithms such as Shenoy–Shafer propagation [17], SPI
[12,16], variable elimination [5], or lazy propagation [13], which multiply potentials imme-
diately before marginalizing the product. On the contrary, it is more diﬃcult if not impos-
sible to apply this integration in clustering algorithms, such as Lauritzen–Spiegelhalter [11]
or HUGIN [10], in which a multiplication of potentials is not immediately followed by a
marginalization.
5. Related work and future research
According with one of the anonymous reviewers, some of the ideas presented in this
paper have been implemented in at least two commercial systems for probabilistic graph-
ical models, but they were never published. Unfortunately, we do not know any further
details about them.
There is a vast literature on operating with multidimensional arrays, mainly about per-
forming algebraic operations with large matrices (bidimensional arrays)—see for instance
the classic book by Golub and Loan [7]. At ﬁrst sight, the problem addressed in our paper
looks very similar to such problems. In fact, the composition of matrices is a particular
case of multiplication of two potentials, each deﬁned on two variables, followed by a mar-
ginalization. However, that research deals with ‘‘potentials’’ deﬁned on exactly two ‘‘vari-
ables,’’ and for this reason the computation of the position in the array is not a signiﬁcant
problem: their problem lies in the large domain of each ‘‘variable,’’ not in the number of
‘‘variables.’’ Analogously, there is a signiﬁcant amount of literature on working with bi-
or tridimensional images, which can be understood as ‘‘potentials’’ deﬁned on two or
three ‘‘variables,’’ each having a very large domain. In contrast, in probabilistic graphical
models discrete variables usually have small domains: many of them are binary, and vari-
ables of more than four or ﬁve values are infrequent. The aim of our paper was just to
reduce the burden of computing the positions (in the linear array) for potentials of many
variables.
There are also some proposals to represent multidimensional arrays as trees, in which
every branching point corresponds to a variable and each branch to a value of that vari-
able. One of the advantages of this representation is that when all the leaves of a subtree
have the same value, it is not necessary to represent its branches, it suﬃces to represent
their value. This idea has been extensively used for image processing—see for instance
the many publications dealing with quadtrees [6]—and also for representing potentials
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urations in the potential have the same value. Additionally, the performance of the
method depends signiﬁcantly on the order of the variables in the expansion of the tree.
When the potentials have many values, as it is often the case in probabilistic inference,
it is unlikely to have a close-to-optimal order, and reordering a tree is an expensive oper-
ation. For this reason probability trees are useful only in some speciﬁc cases—see for
instance [1].
Huang and Darwiche [8, Sec. 8.1] proposed an alternative way to alleviate the burden of
computing the array positions in cluster-tree propagation [10]: instead of computing the
positions of the separator conﬁgurations for each cluster conﬁguration several times (once
for each message passing), they use a cluster-separator mapping which plays the role of a
cache, thus saving time at the cost of computational space. Clearly, the accumulated-oﬀ-
sets method can be used to build this mapping eﬃciently. However, just because of the
retrieval eﬃciency of our method, building a cluster-separator mapping would be almost
useless, or even counterproductive when memory is scarce.
Another line of research about operations with multidimensional arrays, which dates
back to the late 1960s [14], focuses on reducing the number of times that each element
in a matrix or each pixel in an image is transferred from a slow memory to a fast memory,
for instance, from a disk to the RAM, or from the RAM to a cache. The application of
those ideas to operations with potentials (marginalization, multiplication, etc.) would
require their decomposition into operations on sub-blocks of the potentials. The main dif-
ﬁculty would be again that the order of the variables in the potential is often diﬀerent from
the one that would directly lead to eﬃcient computations. We have not explored this line
of research in depth, because we are pessimistic about the possibilities of success.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that, when operating with potentials of many variables, the
cost of retrieving the elements of the potentials is signiﬁcantly higher than the cost of mul-
tiplying, comparing (for maximization or minimization), or summing them—see especially
Table 2 and Section 4.1.5. (This contrasts with the analyses performed in the current lit-
erature, which only take into account cost of elementary operations on the values of the
potentials.)
For this reason, we have described an alternative method that sequentially retrieves the
elements of a potential implemented as a linear array. Instead of computing each position
by multiplying the coordinates of each conﬁguration by the oﬀsets, which we call the tra-
ditional approach, our method computes each position as the previous position plus an
accumulated oﬀset. We have analyzed theoretically and empirically the computational sav-
ings obtained when applying this method to basic operations on potentials, such as addi-
tion, multiplication, division, maximization, and marginalization. In the case of large
potentials, the algorithms using accumulated oﬀsets are around 5–10 times faster.
Additionally, multiplying several potentials at the same time (batch multiplication) is
typically 2–5 faster than multiplying them sequentially, provided that we use accumulated
oﬀsets in both cases. If we used the traditional retrieval method, the diﬀerence would be
even much more favorable for batch multiplication—see Section 4.1.
Finally, we have shown that integrating the multiplication and marginalization
of potentials in a single operation is faster than multiplying ﬁrst and marginalizing
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ables) when using accumulated oﬀsets, and the diﬀerence would be even higher in the case
of the traditional retrieval method—see Section 4.2.
The combination of these three ideas can make operations with large potentials at least
100 or 500 faster than when they are implemented in the usual way, and this may lead to a
signiﬁcant speed-up of probabilistic reasoning inference for real-world problems.
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Appendix A. Proofs
In this appendix we will prove Proposition 5 and Theorem 10, but ﬁrst we need some
additional results.
Proposition 11. Given two configurations, x and x0, such that xi P x0i for all i,
posXðxÞ  posXðx0Þ ¼
X
i
ðxi  x0iÞ  offsetXðiÞ: ð24ÞProof. It follows directly from Deﬁnition 5. hProposition 12. For all i, 0 6 i < jXj,
offsetXðiÞ ¼ 1þ
Xi1
i0¼0
ðjX i0 j  1Þ  offsetXði0Þ: ð25ÞProof. We prove it by induction. Because of Deﬁnition 4, Eq. (25) holds for i ¼ 0. Let us
assume that it holds for i 1, i.e.,
offsetXði 1Þ ¼ 1þ
Xi2
i0¼0
ðjX i0 j  1Þ  offsetXði0Þ:
Then, because of Deﬁnition 4,
offsetXðiÞ ¼ jX i1j  offsetXði 1Þ ¼ ðjX i1j  1Þ  offsetXði 1Þ þ offsetXði 1Þ
¼ ðjX i1j  1Þ  offsetXði 1Þ þ 1þ
Xi2
i0¼0
ðjX i0 j  1Þ  offsetXði0Þ
¼ 1þ
Xi1
i0¼0
ðjX i0 j  1Þ  offsetXði0Þ:
which proves the proposition. h
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that
xRi ¼ 0 for 0 6 i < v;
xRi ¼ xi for v 6 i < NX:

According with Eqs. 2,3 and 5, we have that
posXðxÞ  posXðxRÞ ¼
Xv1
i¼0
ðjX ij  1Þ  offsetXðiÞ;
posXðnextXðxÞÞ  posXðxRÞ ¼ offsetXðvÞ:
Therefore,
posXðnextðxÞÞ  posXðxÞ ¼ offsetXðvÞ 
Xv1
i¼0
ðjX ij  1Þ  offsetXðiÞ;
and because of Proposition 12,
posXðnextðxÞÞ  posXðxÞ ¼ 1:Proposition 13. Given two configurations, y and y0, such that yi P y0i for all i,
posXðy#XÞ  posXðy0#XÞ ¼
X
j
ðyj  y 0jÞ  offsetX;YðjÞ: ð26ÞProof. As a consequence of Proposition 11 and Deﬁnition 9,
posXðy#XÞ  posXðy0#XÞ ¼
X
i
ðyr1ðiÞ  y0r1ðiÞÞ  offsetXðiÞ
¼
X
jjY j2X
ðyj  y0jÞ  offsetXðrðjÞÞ:
According with Deﬁnition 6, Y j 2 X is equivalent to rðjÞP 0. It suﬃces to apply Deﬁni-
tion 8 to complete the proof. hProof of Theorem 10. In analogy with the previous proofs, we deﬁne v ¼ varToIncrðyÞ and
yRj ¼ 0 for 0 6 j < v;
yRj ¼ yj for v 6 j < NY:
(
We have that
posXðy#XÞ  posXððyRÞ#XÞ ¼
Xv1
j¼0
ðjY jj  1Þ  offsetX;YðjÞ;
posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ  posXððyRÞ#XÞ ¼ offsetX;YðvÞ:
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posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ  posXðy#XÞ ¼ offsetX;YðvÞ 
Xv1
j¼0
ðjY jj  1Þ  offsetX;YðjÞ;
and because of Deﬁnition 9,
posXðnextðyÞ#XÞ  posXðy#XÞ ¼ accOffsetX;YðvÞ:References
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